This paper studies function S-rough sets over-dual-universes and the identification law in information system, describing the basic conceptions and properties of function S-rough sets over-dual-universes, its law feature and generating method, criterions to identify its law and the corresponding identification theorem and applications of law identification.
Introduction
In systems with multi-outputs and multi-outputs, we usually want to identify their laws of outputs or inputs to get their different output laws in different operating ranges. Take some radar system executing information identification with regard to ships among the certain sea area for example. Signals coming from different positions of ships form function domain 1, in the same time, radar system will receive a group of functions, forming function domain 2. To identify function domain 1, we can equivalently identify function domain 2. As long as we identify function domain2, we can infer the ship's size and type, etc. The above is an example of dual-universes problem.
b Moreover, since ships' position and velocity are dynamic, this turn to a dynamic function dual-universes problem that is S-rough sets over dual-universes problem. So there is important theoretical significance and application value to study this kind of problems.
References [1] and [2] show the basic conceptions of function S-rough set, from [3] to [7] , the corresponding references study the theory and application of function S-rough set, from [8] to [13] , references give the basic conceptions of rough set over dual-universes, study the construction of proximate operator of rough sets over dual-universes, the relationships between rough sets over dualuniverses and Pawlak rough sets and the construction of proximate operator of rough sets over dualuniverses in fuzzy approximate space.
Because function S-rough sets over dual-universes possess dynamic and regular feature and there are crossing and permeating points between them and information identification in information system, this paper will consider combining function S-rough sets over dual-universes with information identification in information system, giving the basic conceptions and properties of function S-rough sets over dualuniverses, studying dual-universes' law feature and construction methods of law and concluding with criterions and theorem of dual universes law's identification.
Function S-Rough Set

Unidirectional Function S-Rough Set
is the function transfer family and
is the R-function equivalent class.
The definition of the f -extension of D(x),
; the lower approximate and upper approximate of
; the assistant sets of unidirectional S-function set, 0 ( ( )) As x D are as same as the definition in references [7] .
Bi-directional Function S-Rough Set
The definition of the bi-directional function S-rough set of ( )
; the assistant sets of
are as same as the definition in references [9] .
Function S-Rough Set over Dual-Universes
Unidirectional Function S-Rough Set over Dual-Universes
Suppose D(x) and P(y) are two non-empty finite function universes,
Definition 2 Given that P(y) is a non-empty finite function universe, F is element transfer family
f m , we call 0 ( ) y P ⊂ P(y) as a unidirectional function S-rough set on
Definition 3 In the information system (D(x), P(y),R), ( ) P y ∀ ⊆ P(y), we call ' 0 ( ) y R P as unidirectional function S-lower approximate of 0 ( ) y P with regard to (D(x), P(y),R) and ' 0 ( ) y R P as unidirectional function S-upper approximate of 0 ( )
From the above, we can infer that the positive universe of 0 ( )
, the border universe of 0 ( ) y P is:
） is called unidirectional function S-rough set over dual-universes of 0 ( ) y P ⊂ P(y).
Theorem 1
In the information system (D(x), P(y),R), 0 0 0 ( ), ( ), ( ) 1 2 y y y P P P ∀ ⊂ P(y), all of which are non-empty, then:
. From the definitions, we can easily verify this theorem.
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Definition 4 Given that P(y) is a non-empty finite function universe, * F is element transfer family
Definition 5
In the information system (D(x), P(y),R), ( ) P y ∀ ⊆ P(y), we call ' * ( ) y R P as bidirectional function S-lower approximate of * ( ) y P with regard to (D(x), P(y),R) and ' * ( ) y R P as bidirectional function S-upper approximate of * ( ) y P with regard to (D(x), P(y),R) , if
From the above, we can infer that the positive universe of * ( ) y P is:
, the negative universe of * ( ) y P is:
, the border universe of * ( ) y P is:
Theorem 2 In the information system (D(x), P(y),R), * * * ( ), ( ), ( ) 1 2 y y y P P P ∀ ⊂ P(y)，all of which are non-empty, then:
. From the definitions, we can easily verify this theorem, too.
Law Feature and Generation of dual universes
Definition 6 In the information system (D(x), P(y),R), 
, for example, R v x with regard to radar system
Arbitrary two laws, [ ( )] D x i and [ ( )]
D x j ( i j ≠ ) on [ ( )] d x , if their distance d([ ( )] D x i , [ ( )] D x j )( i j ≠ ) satisfies ([ ( )] D x i , [ ( )] D x j ) ≠ 0,
Conclusions
The output, transfer and reception of law are very important constituent parts. This paper makes use of S-rough sets over-dual-universes to describe the transfer and reception of law and shows the law identification method. Some conclusions in this paper are given based on unidirectional function S-rough sets, however, as a matter of fact, these conclusions hold in the contexts of bi-directional function S-rough sets and bi-directional function incomplete S-rough sets. Limited by space, this paper doesn't give the concrete form. Combining S-rough sets over-dual-universes with law identification of information system supplies a new research direction for system law identification.
